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ABSTRACT 
A proof of the relative version of Frobenius theorem for a graded submersion, which includes a 
very short proof of the standard graded Frobenius theorem is given. Involutive distributions are 
then used to characterize split graded manifolds over an orientable base, and split graded manifolds 
whose Batchelor bundle has a trivial direct summand. Applications to graded Lie groups are given. 
INTRODUCTION 
The &-graded analogue of the Complex Frobenius theorem of L. Niremberg 
[15] was first proved in [5]. Also proved there is the Zz-graded version of 
Frobenius theorem over smooth manifolds - the statement of which was ori- 
ginally given in [lo] along with a brief guide to its proof. Useful techniques 
concerning the integral flows of some ;22-graded vector fields were also devel- 
oped in [5]. A complete solution to the integral flow problem for an arbitrary 
&graded vector field was given in [13], in such a way that an immediate proof 
of the lowest rank versions of the Zz-graded Frobenius theorem are obtained 
(Theorem 1.1, and Proposition 1.2 below). Inspired on the results of [13] on the 
one hand, and on the recently published ‘short proofs’ of the classical 
Frobenius theorem in [9], and the fibered version of it obtained in [3], on the 
other, we have looked again into their &graded analogues (Theorems 3.4, and 
*Partially supported by DGICYT grants #PB94-0972, and SAB94-0311; IVEI grant 95-031; 
CONACyT grant #225085-5-0329PE. 
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4.4 below). In doing so, we study the geometric nature of the foliation defined 
by the integral &-graded submanifolds of an involutive distribution i3 defined 
on a &graded manifold (kf,d~). Basically, it is proved that 2, produces a 
foliation 3 of M, and that a graded manifold structure on the space of leaves 
M/3 can be defined if and only if 3 is regular (Theorem 5.6). The graded in- 
tegral submanifolds of ;D are supported over the leaves of 3, and there is an 
integral graded submanifold through each point of M (Theorem 5.8). The local 
structure of the graded integral submanifolds of 2) is completely described in 
terms of the Batchelor bundles involved (Proposition 5.7). In particular, the 
existence of an (m - r, it - s)-dimensional graded manifold structure on the 
space of left cosets G/H follows easily from our results, upon selecting an (Y, s)- 
dimensional graded Lie subalgebra of the Lie algebra of some given (m, n)-di- 
mensional graded Lie group (G, dG) (Corollary 5.9). In this way, an alternative 
proof of the well-known result by Kostant is obtained, but our methods do not 
depend on the algebraic constructions of [6], and in fact, they can be applied in 
the more general, non-homogeneous setting. We are indebted to the referee for 
bringing this point to our attention. 
On the other hand, there are some important motivations from mathe- 
matical physics that warrant consideration of the fibered version of Frobenius 
theorem in the i&-graded category: In dealing with super gravity and super 
gauge theories one is given a submersion 7r : (N, AN) --+ (M, A,+) of &-graded 
manifolds whose sections are the physically relevant quantities. These are geo- 
metrically identified with metrics, connections, curvatures, torsions, etc. In 
some concrete examples one is usually led to impose the vanishing of some 
components of the curvature, and torsion as physical constraints (see for ex- 
ample [8], [ll], and [22]). By differentiating these constraints one obtains an 
involutive distribution D c Der dN, whose local generators depend only on the 
fibre variables (i.e., curvature and torsion components): They do not contain 
generators coming from the base manifold (M, A,+) lifted up via 7r, nor via 
some given connection. In other words, D is naturally defined on the vertical 
subbundle of the tangent bundle to the i&graded manifold (N,~N) fibered 
over (M, AM). Accordingly, it is natural to explore, whether or not the standard 
notions for differential systems (involutiveness, integrability, Frobenius theo- 
rem, etc.) extend consistently to the vertical subbundle of a &graded submer- 
sion. The precise statement is given in Theorem 4.4 below (see also the two re- 
marks immediately before it). 
We then use Theorem 4.4 and its consequences to give a characterization of 
split &-graded manifolds defined over an orientable base (Theorem 6.3). They 
are precisely those admitting an involutive distribution of rank (0, n), where n is 
the odd dimension. We also characterize (m, n)-dimensional Zz-graded mani- 
folds whose Batchelor bundle has a trivial direct summand of rank k (Theorem 
6.5). They are precisely those admitting an involutive distribution of rank 
(m,n - k). These results are valid in both, the smocth, and the holomorphic 
categories. As a consequence, the well-known correspondence between graded 
Lie subalgebras and connected graded Lie subgroups of a given graded Lie 
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group is obtained (Corollary 6.7). Splittings of &-graded manifolds have been 
discussed in great generality in [7], and equivariantly in [16]. (From this point 
on, ‘graded’ will always mean ‘&-graded’. We shall refer the reader to [6] and 
[lo] for the basics of the category of Berezin-Kostant graded manifolds, which 
is the framework of this paper.) 
1. BACKGROUND ON GRADED ODE’S 
The very short proof of Frobenius theorem given in [8] has the great virtue of 
pointing out exactly what the essence of it is. It consists of an algebraic part ~ 
stating that generators of a given involutive distribution 2) can be chosen so 
that they all commute with each other - and an analytic part ~ showing that 
independent commuting vector fields Y; can be simultaneously locally trans- 
formed by a diffeomorphism into d/8yi. The proof of the algebraic part only 
requires a clever change of generators. The proof of the analytic part requires 
the integral flows (cpi), of the independent fields yi, which commute between 
each other because the fields themselves commute, to build up the desired 
diffeomorphism. Once this is settled, the integrability follows; that is, through 
each point, there is an integral submanifold N of V that contains it. 
Some differences arise in the graded context due to the presence of odd gen- 
erators. Here is one example: In ordinary (i.e., non-graded) manifolds, every 
rank-l distribution is involutive, and hence integrable: There is a l-dimensional 
integral submanifold through each point. On graded manifolds the integral 
flow of any graded vector field - not necessarily homogeneous, and not neces- 
sarily nonsingular ~ is always well defined (see [13]). There are, however, odd 
vector fields whose integral flow cannot give rise to a foliation by (0, l)-dimen- 
sional submanifolds in any possible way. The reason, of course, is the lack of 
involutiveness. Here, we shall review this point at the light of the theory of or- 
dinary differential equations on graded manifolds. The latter also presents 
some important differences with respect to the nongraded theory: The most 
important one is that integral flows of smooth vector fields on smooth mani- 
folds always yield a local action of R on the manifold. In the graded theory R’ ’ ’ 
plays the role of R (see 5 2 below), but integral flows of graded vector fields do 
not always define [wi 1’ -actions (Theorem 1 below): 
Let (M, AM) be a given (m, n)-dimensional graded manifold, and let I/ c M 
be an open subset. Let U = (U, A M / u) stand for the open graded submanifold 
defined by restricting the sections of the structure sheaf AM to U. Let R’ I ’ = 
(R, Al’), where the structure sheaf AC is by definition C” In @ A[T]; then 7 is 
referred to as the odd coordinate of R’ I’. We recall from [13] that, given any 
graded vector field X = X0 + Xi, defined on U, there exists a unique morphism 
r : (LA;’ 11) x (LbQu) ---(U,A~,(i)-with[W>130,andM>U3~~ 
satisfying the differential equation, 
(1) ev jrzr,, o D o r* = ev If_f,, o r* o X, for each fo E R, 
with initial condition. 
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(2) ev I,=0 o F* = id;. 
The equality (I) is set between graded derivations of the sheaf AM I u. D is the 
lift to R’ I ’ x U of a preferred graded vector field, D = Do + Di, on R’ I ‘. The lift 
is uniquely defined by D o p; = p; o D, and D o p; = 0, where ~1, and p2 are the 
projections of [w’ I’ x 24 into the corresponding factors. The evaluation 
morphism ev 1 I= 1o is given by: 
ev lI=1O = ((6, o C) x idu)” : (A, “I x dM)(Z x U) + AM(U) 
where (6, o C) : U + [W’I’, is the composition of the terminal morphism C : 
U --f ({*}, R) defined by R 3 X ++ C’X = Xl E dM( U), and the inclusion of the 
point S,, : ({*}, R) + iRil defined by Cm(lR)@~[r] 3fo+fir H 6:(f) =fo(ts). 
In nongraded manifold theory, the differential equation defined by the vector 
field X is posed in exactly the same way. D is the derivation d/at of CW(R). 
Moreover, the information contained in (1) with or without the evaluation 
morphism ev 1 f= fo is the same. In graded manifolds, however, the evalua- 
tion morphism ev 1 f= 1o may be removed if and only if some additional condi- 
tions are satisfied. Such conditions are stated in terms of the graded Lie algebra 
generated by the homogeneous components DO and D1 of D. There are three 
different possibilities for a (1, I)-dimensional graded Lie algebra, and they give 
rise to three different graded Lie group structures on R”’ all of which have 
addition as the underlying group operation on R. Labeling these graded Lie 
algebras with j = 1,2, and 3, their structure is given by: 
[Do,DII = fij3D1, and, [Dl,Dl] = 6j2Do. 
The different graded Lie group structures are displayed in the following table, 
where ,u denotes the multiplication morphism. Moreover, DO and DI have been 
realized as left invariant graded derivations of C”(R) @ Q-1 for the corre- 
sponding graded Lie group structures, and we may write, 
(3) D = DIj] = dt + 8, + T(6j2dt + Sj3d,), j = 1,2,3. 
Type 1 
Type2 
Type 3
P((tl>7l),(t2,7-2)) Do DI 
(Cl + f2,71 +72) a, a, 
(?I + 12 +79-2,-r, + 72) a, a, +7a, 
(tl + t2,n + efV1) a,+Ta, a7 
Now, the precise statement under which the evaluation morphism may be re- 
moved from the differential equation (l), gives also an answer to the question of 
whether or not the integral flow defines an action of one (and only one) of the 
graded Lie group structures defined on R’ ’ ’ : 
Theorem 1 ([13]). Let X be a graded vectorjield on U, and let X0, and Xl be its 
homogeneous components. Let j = 1,2, and, 3, Iabel the different graded Lie 
group structures of R . 1 j ’ Then the following assertions are equivalent: , 
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(i) X0, and XI generate thefollowing (1,1)-d’ zmensional graded Lie algebra: 
[x0, Xl] = Sj3xlj and, [Xl!Xl] =Sj2Xo (j = 1,2,3). 
(ii) The integralflow r of XsatisJies the equation 
D[j] 0 r* = r* O X, 
without the ev-morphism (Dijl as in (3)). 
(iii) The integralflow r of X dejines a Type j R’ “-action on U. 
Remark. Note that for type 2 we have: 
whereas for type 3, 
(i+r$)r*=i*Xo and, (&)r*=r*X, 
where we have omitted the bar over the homogeneous components of D to 
simplify the notation. Suppose that one of these sets of equations are satisfied 
for a pair of vector fields X0 and Xl. Then, the integral flow r : R’ ’ ’ x Z4 ---) U 
defines an embedding R’ I’ c-) U into some neighborhood of a given point 
y E U ifand only if the vector field X = X0 + XI is nonsingular at the point y. 
This means that there exists some open subset U’ c U containing y, and a - -- 
sectionf E AM( U’), such that neither, X0 fo, nor Xifi, vanish at y. In this case 
we may construct from r a graded diffeomorphism ‘p so that the equations 
above imply that local coordinates { yi; {,,} can be found, such that, 
(4) and 
for type 2, and, 
(5:) 
( 
3 a 
---+(I _ cp* =cp*xo 
dJ’l Xl ) 
and 
d 
( ) 
_ cp* =p*Xi 
Xl 
for type 3. In any event, when the conditions of Theorem 1 above are satisfied 
for a nonsingular vector field X = X0 + Xi, one concludes that there is a co- 
ordinate neighborhood Li, with coordinates ( y,; <,}, such that, 
(xo>xl) = ( &&+cI &) = (&f<, &,&) 
=(&&) 
where (X0, Xi) stands for the submodule of Der(dM, u) generated by X0, and 
Xi. Note incidentally, how the normal forms for rectzjiable (that is, homo- 
geneous and nonsingular) graded vector fields make their appearance in the 
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equations (4), and (5) above. We recall their characterization (see [IO] Chapter 4, 
0 3, Theorem 3, p. 204): 
(a) X = d/dy ’ on some coordinate neighborhood around a point y E M 
whenever X is even and nonsingular at y. 
(b) X = a/8(’ on some coordinate neighborhood around a point y E M 
whenever X is odd, nonsingular at y, and [X, X] = 0. 
(c) x = a/al1 +<‘(a/ay’> on some coordinate neighborhood around a 
point y E M whenever X is odd, nonsingular at y, and [X, X] # 0. 
Example. A homogeneous nonsingular vector field whose integral flow can- 
not define (0, 1)-dimensional graded submanifolds. Let Xi = (‘a/ay + a/a< be 
defined on [w . ‘I1 Its integral flow r : R’I’ x R’il + R ’ I ’ is obtained from the 
differential equation ev lt(a/%) r* = ev IIP*X. Since X0 = 0, condition (1) of 
Theorem. 1 cannot be satisfied; hence, ev It cannot be removed. Nevertheless, the 
integral flow is uniquely determined from the differential equation, and is given 
by, 
r*Y = P,*Y +P;TP;<> and r*< =p;< +p;r 
where p1 and p2 are the projections of [w’ I ’ x Iw’ ’ ’ onto the first and second 
factors, respectively. The local coordinates of the first factor are {t, 7). In par- 
ticular, one notes that this integral flow is independent of t (basically, because 
X0 = 0). The reader may now verify that there is no way of defining a graded 
diffeomorphism 9 of R’ ’ ’ (p resumably built out from r itself, but in fact there 
is no graded diffeomorphism whatsoever), such that, (d/69-)(P* = cp*Xi. That 
is, no change of coordinates can be found to simplify X into the form a/&-. 
Hence, the integral curves of X are not (0, 1)-dimensional graded submani- 
folds. As we have mentioned before, the problem is that 2, = (Xi) is not in- 
volutive. 
Proposition 2. Let M = (M, AM) b e an (m, n)-dimensional graded manifold and 
let V c DerdM be an AM-submodule spanned by a nonsingular and non- 
homogeneous vectorfield. Then, [D, 2)] c D, ifandonly ifaroundeachpoint, there 
exist localgenerators Y, and Z of V (say, 1 Y 1 = 0, and IZI = l), such that, 
[Y,Zl = 0, and [Z, Z] = 0. 
Proof. Suppose D = (Y, Z’) with 1 Y 1 = 0 and IZ' 1 = 1. Since Y and Z’ are 
nonsingular, we may find local coordinates { yi; {,} around a given point, 
such that, Y = a/ayi, and Z’ = 6’/a[i + Z”, with Z”Ci = 0. Letting Z = 
Z’ - Z’( yi) Y we have D = (Y, Z) with Zyi = 0. Factoring out the coordinate 
<i in Z we may write, 
Z=$+<iX+lV IX]=Oand]W]=l 
1 
with 
xc, = 0 = TV<’ ) xy, =o= Ivy,, [&>X] =o= [&w]. 
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One may easily verify that 
[Y,Zl = <l[Y,X] + [Y, u’]. 
Now, it is clear that [Y, X] yi = 0 ( since Xyi = 0, and XYyi = Xl = 0). Simi- 
larly, [Y, W] yi = 0. We also have [Y, X]<i = 0 and [Y, IV]51 = 0. If 2) is in- 
volutive, [Y, Z] = a Y + bZ. But then, (a Y + hZ) ~1 = a, and (a Y + hZ) Ci = h. 
Therefore, [Y, Z] = 0. 
Analogously, a straightforward computation shows that, 
[Z, Z] = 2X + 251 [X. W] + [W, IV]. 
NOW, the right hand side yields zero when evaluated on ~1 and (1. If V is in- 
volutive, [Z, Z] = c Y + dZ. But now, (c Y + dZ) yl = c, and (c Y + dZ) Cl = d. 
Therefore, [Z, Z] = 0. q 
Remark. Thus, involutiveness - which is a far more relaxed condition than (1) 
in Theorem 1 above - allows to change the generators so as to actually satisfy 
(1) with j = 1. Therefore, local coordinates can be found for which such an in- 
volutive D is generated by i;)/dyi, and <,/a<~. 
As we have mentioned before, the analytic part in the proof of Frobenius 
theorem requires the construction of a diffeomorphism that can bring several 
independent vector fields simultaneously to their normal forms. Such a diffeo- 
morphism is constructed from the various integral flows of the given fields, and 
the construction works when it can be guaranteed that they commute. We shall 
recall again from [13] the precise conditions under which the integral flows of 
two graded vector fields commute with each other. Note that in the C” cate- 
gory, the statement that the flows @ and 1L (of PO, and Ys, respectively) commute 
is that, for all tl, and all t2, C#Q, o ‘& = &, o &, . The statement for the graded 
category uses the twist morphism, T : R’ I’ x R’ ’ ’ + IF!’ ’ x Iw’ ’ ‘, defined by the 
conditions: 
P;T’ = P;, and, p;T* = p;. 
where. ~1, and p2 are the projections of the product R’ ’ ’ x R’ ’ ’ 
Proposition 3 ([13]). Let X = X0 + Xl, and Y = Y” + Yl he graded vectorfield.y 
on M = (M, AM), and let r, and 0 be their corresponding integralflows. Then, I’. 
and 0 commute; i.e., the diagram 
i-8” x R’ ” x M 
(r, x/‘oaz)o(To(n, xp,o7~~)xp~oq) 
1 R”’ x M 
7T x 007T? H 
.I- 
R”’ x M I 
commutes, ifand only if, 
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[X0, Y] = 0 and, [% Y] = 0, 
which is true, tfand only tf, 
@ 0 (7r’ x 9 0 7r2) = !P(7r, x @ 0 7r2), X] 0 Y] = - Y] 0 x, 
@* 0 Y, = Y] ocD*, !P*ox, =X*o!P* 
where, @ and G are the unique integralpows of X0 and Yo, respectively, and Z 
stands for the ltft of Z defined by Z o n; = 0, and Z o r; = r; o Z. 
2. FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES OF Iw”’ 
This section collects two fundamental results that will be needed in the proof 
of Theorem 4.4 below. They state the precise sense in which [w’ I1 is so fimda- 
mental in the category of graded manifolds (see also [ 191). 
Proposition 1. The graded mantfold IR ’ ’ ’ has the structure of a ring: There exist 
morphisms, s : R* 1’ x R’ I ’ + [w’ I’, and m : R’ ’ ’ x R’ ’ ’ + R’ ’ ‘, (called graded 
sum and graded multiplication, respectively), z : [wll’ + [w’ I’, and u : 
R’ I ’ + R’ 1’) (the zero and the unit, respectively), and o : R1 ’ 1 + iR* ’ I, (the in- 
verse morphism for the graded sum), satisjying the following identities: 
(1) s 0 (7rr x s 0 (“2 x 7rrg)) = s 0 (s 0 (7Tr x “2) x 7r3), 
(2) s o (id x z) = id = so (z x id), 
(3) so (id x a) = z = so (o x id), 
(4) so (Pl x P2) =s" (P2 XPl), 
(5) m 0 (7~ x m 0 (7~ x 7~)) = m 0 (m 0 (7~ x 7~) x 7r3), 
(6) m o (id x u) = id = m o (u x id), 
(7) m 0 (7~ x s 0 (7~ x 7~)) = s 0 (m 0 (7~ x ~2) x m 0 (7rl x 7rj)), 
where in (l), (5), and (7), rt : R'i1 x Iw"' x Iw"' -+ [w"' is theprojection onto 
the irh factor (i = 1,2,3), whereas in (4)) pj : [w’ ’ ’ x [w’ ’ ’ -+ [w’ ’ ’ is the projection 
onto thejthfactor (j = 1,2). 
Proof. The morphisms s, and m, are given by (cf., [l], and [19]), 
s*t =p;t +p;t, m*t = (p;t)(p;t) + (PP)(PPL 
S*O =p;o+p;e, m*e = W)W4 + b@kW 
where, pj : [w’ ’ I x [WI ’ ’ ---f [w’ I1 is the projection onto the jth factor (j = 1,2). 
The morphisms z and u are given by, z = 60 o C, and u = 61 o C, respectively (C 
being the terminal morphism). Finally, (T is given by, o*t = -t, and a*0 = -8. 
The verification of the identities above is now a straightforward consequence of 
these definitions. III 
Remark. By restriction of the structure sheaf of [w’ I ’ to the open submanifold 
of positive real numbers IT%+ c R, m defines a (multiplicative) graded Lie group 
structure (see [l], and [19]). It was proved in [13] that this is isomorphic to the 
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graded Lie group structure of type 2 on R’ I ‘, and the underlying map of the 
isomorphism is exp : R --+ R+. 
Proposition 2. Let (M, da,) be a finite-dimensional graded manifold. For each 
open subset U c M, there is a one-to-one correspondence, 
A(U) - Mw((U,& u), R’l’). 
Moreover, this correspondence becomes an isomorphism of (&graded) rings bl 
letting,4+$=so(4~4),and4.$= m o (c+!J x $), for all morphisms c$, and T/J. 
Proof. We consider R with its usual ring and vector space structures. The 
standard global coordinate t in R is the element of the dual vector space satis- 
fying t(1) = 1. We also fix the odd generator r of the structure sheaf dkl = 
Cg@A[r].Letp= + t 7 E dk'(R). A morphism cp : (U, dM / u) + Iw’ I’ defines 
a section f E dM( U), by letting f = quip. Conversely, each section in dM( U) 
defines a morphism ‘pr in this way, whose underlying map is f. This follows, 
since t generates the polynomial ring R[t], which is a dense subset of C”(R) in 
the C” topology. Thus, cp,*(go + gtr) is completely determined for any smooth 
functions go and gl on R, knowing only that cP;t = fo E dM( U),, and cpjf~ = 
fi E dM( U), ; namely, cp,*(go + g17) = go 0 fo + (gl 0 fo) fi'7-. Also note that, if 
cptp 1 un v = cp;p 1~” v the sheaf axioms guarantee that there is a unique 
morphism cpu,_ V, whose restriction to U, and V coincides with cpc~, and +!Iv, 
respectively. For the last statement, note that the morphisms s and m of 
Proposition 1 above, are uniquely determined by the conditions, f + g H 
so(w x v& andf.g * mo(cpf x++). 0 
3. FROBENIUS THEOREM ON GRADED MANIFOLDS 
We shall be dealing with some fixed (m,n)-dimensional graded manifold 
(M, A,+), and we shall denote by Der dM the sheaf of graded derivations of 
-AM. It is a locally free sheaf of AM-modules of rank (m, n) (see [6], and [lo]). 
Definitions 1. (1) Let D be a locally free sheaf of AM-modules. 27 is a direct sub- 
sheaf of Der AM of rank (r, s), if for each point x E M there is an open subset U 
overwhichanysetofgenerators{Yi,Z,Il<iIr,l<~LsSIl=O, ]Z,]=l} 
of the module I3( U) can be enlarged to a set 
xl, r;:: z/L, wa r+llaLm l<i<r and 
l<cL<s ix,] =’ and lz,] = ’ 
- s+l<cu<n ]yi]=O Iw,I=l 
of free generators of DerdM( U). 
(2) A direct subsheaf 2) of Der AM is involutive if [D, 231 c 23. 
(3) Let F be a locally free sheaf of AM-modules over M. A (not necessarily 
homogeneous) section X = X0 + Xl of F is nonsingular at a point y E M if 
there is a neighborhood U c M containing y and a set B = BO U B1 of free 
generators of F over U - the elements from B, being homogeneous of J!z- 
degree p (CL = 0,l) ~ such that, X, E BP. 
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Lemma 2. Let 2) c Der dM be a direct subsheaf of rank (r, s). If D is involutive, 
then, there exist even generators X. (1 5 i < r), and odd generators Z, 
(1 < p < s), for 27, such that 
Proof. (See [9]). Let 23 = (Y/; ZL) (1 < i I r, and 1 5 ,u 5 s). Give a coordinate 
system with coordinates { yi; <,, 1 1 5 i 5 m, 1 5 p 5 n}, and write, 
By relabeling the coordinates if necessary, we may assume that the submatrices 
A’ = (Aij) (1 F i, j I r), and D’ = (&) (1 < V, ~1 5 s) are both invertible 
(otherwise 23 would not be a direct subsheaf of the given rank). Therefore, the 
submatrix, 
where 1 5 i, j L r and 1 5 Y, p < s is invertible. Let H = (Hcd) be its inverse. 
So, we may change the generators of 2, to, 
By explicit computation of the commutators, it follows - as in [9] - that, 
whenever, X,, & E {Y; Z,}. On the other hand, if 23 is involutive, we must 
have, 
[&,&I E Span{&} = 3. 
But then [Xa, XC] = 0, as the sum of the submodules E, and .F is direct. q 
Lemma 3. Let 23 = ( yi; Z,) (1 < i 5 r, and 1 _< p 5 s) be a direct subsheaf of 
rank (r, s), such that, 
[Xl,&] = 0 Xl,& E {K;ZJ 
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on some neighborhood U c M of a point y. Then, there is a coordinate system 
{Yi&11 - ‘_ < 1 < m, 1 ‘5 I_L 5 n},dejinedinaneighborhood U’ c U,ofy,such that, 
Proof. We refer ourselves to the results quoted from [13] in 0 1 above. The fact 
that [X,, Xh] = 0, for all generators, gives their integral flows r, through differ- 
ential equations of the form, 
and ; r,* = 0 
and 
gr;=o and 
with no ‘ev’ morphisms in front. The fact that [XU, XL,] = 0 guarantees that the 
integral flows r, and rb commute with each other. That is, 
r;&, = &,r;, and rh*xn = Z,r;. 
Now, since the generators 1, are nonsingular, we may extract a graded diffeo- 
morphism (Pi from each r,, so as to reinterprete the differential equations as, 
d 
gpf=1PfI;: 
a 
and - ‘Pt = 0 
I 
aC 
” 
and 
respectively. Since the flows r, and rb commute with each other, we may com- 
pose them all and conclude that there is a common graded diffeomorphism 
bringing all the Xa’s simultaneously to their corresponding normal forms as in 
the statement. q 
The two lemmas together give now the following (see [5] for the first proof of 
this theorem): 
Theorem 4 (Frobenius). Let D c Derd M be a direct subsheaf of rank (r, s). 
Then, V is involutive, if and only if for each y E M there exists a coordinate 
neighborhood U 3 y with local coordinates { yi; <,, 1 1 < i < m, 1 < p 5 n}. 
such that! 
4. FROBENIUS THEOREM ADAPTED TO GRADED SUBMERSIONS 
For completeness, we shall now turn into the fibered version of Frobenius 
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theorem in graded manifolds (see [3] for the nongraded case). We recall first the 
following: 
Proposition 1 Definition (Kostant). Let p : (N, dN) + (M, dM) be a morphism 
of jinitedimensional graded manzfolds of dimensions (ne, n,), and (m,, m,), re- 
spectively, and let x be a given point in N. 
(1) ip is a graded submersion at x ifand only ifthere is a coordinate neighborhood 
(U, dNI (I) ofx, and a coordinate neighborhood (V, ,izMl v) of@(x), such that: 
For any set of local coordinates {XI,. . . , xm,; 81,. . , &,,} on (V, d,+i v), 
the subset {‘p*xl, . . . , cp*x,,,,; p*6$, . . . , (P’$,,,~} can be completed to a set 
of local coordinates on (U, AMi u). 
(2) cp is a graded immersion at x ifand only if there is a coordinate neighborhood 
(K-AM1 v) of ‘p( 1 x , and a coordinate neighborhood (U, dNI U) of x, such that: 
For any set of local coordinates {xl, . . . , xmc; 81, . . , &,,o} on (V, dM 1 v), 
the subset {(CP’XI) Iu,. . . , ((P*+_) IV; (~*4) Iu,. . . , ((P*&~) 1~) con- 
tains a set of local coordinates on U. 
Notation. In what follows, we shall be dealing with a fixed submersion K : 
N --+ M. In particular, m, 5 n,, and m, 5 n,, and in local arguments we may 
always assume that the coordinates on N are adapted to the submersion r- or, 
as we shall also say, are 7r-adapted - in the following sense: For any given set 
of local coordinates {xl,. . . ,x,,; 81,. . . , &,} on V c M, V is small enough 
so as to find even functions yi (i = 1,. . . , n, - m,), and odd functions cr 
(/A= l,... ,n, -m,), onU c N, such that 
{7r*X,,Yi;7r*8arCfi11 Ia<m,,l <cu<m,,l <i<n,-m,,l Q<n,-m,} 
is a coordinate system on U. For example, using r-adapted coordinates one 
immediately concludes the following: 
Proposition 2. Let M = (M, dM) and N = (N, AN) be two graded manifolds of 
dimension (m,, m,) and (n,, n,), respectively, and let x : N -+ M be a submersion 
at each point. There is an exact sequence of locally free sheaves of dN-modules, 
0 -+ Vert(r) --+ Der AN -+ Der YT*AM + 0 
where Vert(r) is the kernel of the tangent morphism induced by T; that is, 
Vert(r), = {X, E DerdN,y I (X 0 T*)~ = 0). 
The sections of Vert(n) will be called vertical (graded) vector fields. The next 
result gives the canonical forms for rectifiable vertical vector fields. It is a 
parametrized generalization of the canonical forms (a), (b), and (c) given in 9 1. 
Proposition 3. Let M = (M, dM) and N = (N, dN) be two graded manifolds of 
dimensions (m,,m,) and (n,,n,), respectively, and let n : N -+ M be a sub- 
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mersion. Let W c N be an open subset, and suppose X E Vert(n)( W) is 
homogeneous and nonsingular at a given point y E W. There exist an open 
neighborhood U = ( U, dN I u), with y E U c W, and r-adapted coordinates 
{n*xn, yi; 7r*ea, C,}, such that, 
(a) X=d/dy’ h w enever X is even and nonsingular at y. 
(b) X=8/8<’ h w enever X is odd, nonsingular at y, and [X, X] = 0. 
(c) x = a/a<’ + p(a/a$) w enever h X is odd, nonsingular at y, and 
LX, Xl # 0. 
Proof. This is a local statement. Therefore, we may assume that N = M x _F, 
and that x = p1 : M x F -+ M is the projection onto the first factor. Then, 
Vert(7r) = (DerdF) 
where, Der AF stands for the (pre)sheaf whose sections are of the form Z, with 
2 a section of Der dF. As in 0 1, 2 is the unique derivation of AN defined by the 
conditions Z op; = 0, and Z op; = p; o 2. Now look at the integral flow r of 
Z. There is a unique r : R’ 1’ x N + N satisfying 
evI,oDor*=evI,or*oZ, foreach tc[W, 
and the initial condition, 
ev It=0 0 r* = (PI x p2)*. 
Using the properties of Z we have, 
ev/,oDor*op; =O, and, ev If 0 L3 0 r* 0p2* = ev If 0 r* opz* 0 Z, 
with, 
ev ItzO 0 r* 0p; =p; and ev IrzO 0 r* 0p; =p;. 
Let q2 : R”’ x N + N be the projection onto the second factor. Using the 
uniqueness of integral flows, the first equation implies p1 o r = p1 o 92, whereas 
the second equation implies p2 o r = @ o (q, x p2 o q2), with Sp : R’ 1’ x 3 + 3 
being the integral flow of Z, and q1 : R’ 1’ x N ---t If%‘/’ the projection onto the 
first factor. In other words, r = (~1 o q2) x @ o (ql x p2 o q2). That is, the in- 
tegral flow of Z splits into two independent factors: One of which restricts to 
the identity on M, and the other which is the lifting to N of the integral flow of 
Z. We may now follow the proof of [lo] to obtain the statements. q 
Remark 1. Suppose Z E Vert(7r) generates a rank-(0, 1) involutive distribution 
2) = (Z). It follows from the proposition above that, for each y E N, there 
exists a r-adapted set of coordinates {r*x,, yi; r*ea, <,}, such that, Z rectifies 
as in (b). In fact, involutiveness of 2) = (Z) excludes the possibility of rectifying 
Z as in (c). The arguments are the same as in the example before Proposition 
1.2, and the remark after it. Similarly, if D = (Y, Z) c Vert(7r) is a rank-( 1, 1) 
involutive distribution, then the proposition above implies that: Around each 
y E N there is a n-adapted set of coordinates such that Y rectifies as in (a), and 
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Z rectifies as in (b). The details are essentially the same as those given in the 
proof of Proposition 1.2. 
Remark 2. This brings up the point of asking whether or not a r-vertical in- 
volutive distribution 27 c Vert(r) of any given rank enjoys the same property; 
namely, if around each point y E N there is a r-adapted set of coordinates, such 
that the even sections from 29 rectify as in (a), and the odd sections rectify as in 
(b). Note that this does not follow from Frobenius theorem (Theorem 3.4 
above), as the rectified forms of the local generators of 2) do not occur a priori 
over r-adapted coordinates. In fact, consider lR212 with global coordinates 
{x, y; [, 0. Let {t; r} be the standard coordinates of R’ I * (cf. Proposition 2.2). 
Suppose rr : R212 + R’ I1 is given so as to be the projection onto the first factor 
in terms of these coordinates; i.e., 
x = 7r*t, and, < = lr*r. 
Now, consider the global diffeomorphism ‘p : R2 I2 -+ R2 1 2, given by, 
cp*x=x+y+<c, (P*y =Y7 cp*~=~+C, cp*< = c. 
We may then define a new set of global coordinates {u, v; 8, n} on R 2, by letting, 
u = (p*x, ‘u = (P*y, 0 = CP’C, rl= cp*C. 
Let Y = d/dy, and Z = a/a<. These two vector fields are obviously 7r-vertical, 
and they are already rectified in the n-adapted set of coordinates {x, y; <, 0. It 
is easy to check that with respect to the coordinate system {u, w; 0, n}, these 
vector fields are given by Y = d/dw, and Z = a/an, respectively. These are, 
therefore, the rectified (canonical) forms of the fields X, and Y, in terms of 
{u, v; 8, q}. But this is not a r-adapted coordinate system, since, 
?r*t = 24 - v - eq, and, 7r*r = 8 - n. 
However, involutiveness and verticality of 27 do produce the expected state- 
ment, as we shall now see: 
Theorem 4. Let M = (M, A M and N = (N, AN) be two graded manifolds ) 
having dimensions (m,, m,) and (n,, n,), respectively, and let r : N --) M be a 
submersion. Let V c Vert(rr) be an involutive direct subsheaf of rank (r,, r,) of the 
locallyfree sheaf Vert(r). Then, for each pointy E N, and any coordinate system 
{Xl,... ,&e;&,...,&lo~ on a neighborhood V c M of x = 7r( y), there exist a 
coordinate neighborhoodll of y with local coordinates 
{r*x,, yi; r*&, Cp 1 1 5 a I me, 1 < 0. < m,, 1 5 i 5 n, -m,, 1 5 p I: n, -m,} 
such that, 
d d 
“‘av,,; a[, 
Proof. The proof is by induction on re + r,. Assume D = (Y,, . . . , Y,e; 
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Zi , , Zr,) is the given involutive direct subsheaf. We may further assume that 
re > 1, and r. > 1. In fact, if r, = 0 everything can be reduced to the ‘even’ proof 
given in [3]. If r, = 0 a simple variant of this proof will work (yi does not ap- 
pear, and the maps 7rf and 771 below are replaced by similar maps into 
M x [W’I’, and [wol’ respectively). Finally, in view of Propositions l-3 and 
Remark 1 above, we may also assume that we are given T-adapted coordinates 
{n*xa, y,(; n*Q,, II 1 1 I a 5 me, 1 5 rr < m,, 1 < i < n, - m,: 1 F_ p 5 n,, - m,} 
such that, YI = d/dyr and Zi = a/6$. The strategy of the proof now is entirely 
similar to that of [3]: First, redefine the generators by letting, 
Y/=X-K(yi)Yi-Y,(<i)Zl and Z:=Z,,-Z,,(yl)Y,-Z,,(CI)ZI 
(with 2 5 i < rr, and 2 5 i < r,), so that, 
(*) y,‘(Yl) = 0 = Y&)> and Zl(Yl) = 0 = qx1). 
It is easily verified that 27’ = (Yd: . . . , YA; Zi, . . , Z:,) is an involutive dis- 
tribution of rank (re - 1, r. - 1). Use then the involutiveness of 27 to write 
[Y/, Zl], and [ZL, Z:] as linear combinations of { Yi . Y,‘, Z1, ZI}. In view of (*) 
the coefficients of Yi, and Zi are easily obtained by evaluating such linear 
combinations on yi and 51, respectively. On the other hand, evaluating 
[Y,‘, ZL] = Y/Z: - ZLY/ and [Zh, Z:] = Z:LZ: + ZLZ,‘, directly on yi and <I 
yield zero. 
Now consider the morphism 7r’ : U -+ M x IR’ I1 where r’ = 7r 1 u x 7jl, with 
7/] :u--t R ’ ’ ’ , defined by n; t = ~1, and $7 = <i (Proposition 2.2 above). It is 
easily seen that 7r’ is a submersion and D’ c Vert(r’). Now, any coordinate 
system {xi,. ,x,?; 19,~. . . , Omtl} of M around x E M can be lifted, using the 
product projections pi : M x IR’ 1’ + M, and ~2 : M x R’ I’ -+ R’il to a co- 
ordinate system in M x R’ 1’: 
{P;XI,.‘~,P;Xm,,X~‘.+, =P;t;P;el,.“.P;Bm,,,8~,,+1 =p;T} 
We shall write this as {xA;0;}. By the induction hypothesis, there exist even 
functions yi, , yC _mp and odd functions [;, , CL,) em, on Li c N such that, 
and 
llalm,+l 
2<pIn,-m, 
is a coordinate neighborhood around y E U c N, and 
In particular, 
Now, note that, n’*x,!,+, = yi and 7r’*QA+, = <I which follows because 
pi o 7r’ = r/i. Therefore, we may write, 
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It may be further assumed that the sums over i range over i 2 r, + 1, and those 
over I_L range over p 2 r, + 1. Now use the fact that 2) is involutive to express, 
as linear combinations of the generators of 23. Isolating the coefficients of Yi 
and Zi in such linear combinations one shows, as we have done before, that 
they have to be zero (they are given by evaluating on yi and [i, respectively, 
where these brackets already vanish). But then, one also shows that all the other 
coefficients have to be zero as well, as they are obtained upon evaluation on yl 
(2 5 i 5 re), and <h (2 5 p 5 r,). Knowing this, we may finally use the given 
linear combinations above for Yi and Zi to compute the brackets directly and 
show that none of the coefficients Ai, BP, Ci, D, can depend on the coordinates 
y; (2 5 i 5 re), and <L (2 5 p 5 r,). So, a new change of the coordinates 
b%YzxlL;:,) - ~Yl’,Yl’dx;~ 
may be performed - leaving those corresponding to 2 5 i 5 re and 
2 5 ,U 5 r, unchanged - to bring Yi and Zi into the form a/ayi’, and a/at,“, 
respectively. 0 
5. INTEGRAL GRADED SUBMANIFOLDS 
We now want to investigate the conditions under which involutive direct 
subsheaves of rank (r, s) give rise to foliations of the ambient graded manifold 
by graded submanifolds of the given rank. We recall first some definitions: 
1. Split graded manifolds. Let (M, d) be an (m, n)-dimensional graded mani- 
fold, and let N be its (sheaf of) nilpotent ideal(s). Now, A is ‘split’, if there 
exists a nontrivial morphism of A modules 
/~*:d/n/@N/N~--,d 
producing the identity on d/N upon composition with the canonical projection 
-:d-+d/N. 
A graded manifold is smooth (respectively, holomorphic, etc.) if d/N is the 
sheaf of smooth (respectively, holomorphic, etc.) functions on M. We shall de- 
note d/N by CM. Thus, a split graded manifold may be thought as equipped 
with an epimorphism (obviously a submersion): 
X: (M,d) - (M,CM), X* = P* IA,,+ 
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One also notes that A N A(N/N~) and N/N2 has the structure of a locally 
free CM-module of rank-n; that is, a rank-n smooth (respectively, holomorphic, 
etc.) vector bundle over A4 - also called the Batchelor bundle of (M, A). We 
shall write & instead of N/N 2 for the sheaf of sections of the Batchelor bundle. 
A splitting ~1 thus produces an isomorphism p : (M, da) + (M, A&) of graded 
manifolds. 
Remark. It is easily deduced fom [6] (Proposition 2.7, Corollary 2.7), that a 
split graded manifold rr : (M, d) --+ (M, CM) h as rr-adapted coordinates over 
any coordinate neighborhood U c A4 (else: consider the image under p * of any 
set of local generators of N/N2). Note that split graded manifolds carry a 
surjective epimorphism of Lie modules DerdM(M) + DerCM(M) (written as 
X H X”), that project all the odd derivations onto zero. Explicitly, X”(h) = 
XF/r) for all h E CM(M). It has been observed in [6] (cf. 9 2.8.1), however, 
that the restriction of X H X” to the submodule of even graded derivations 
(Der d,+(M))0 does not depend on any splitting, and it therefore yields an epi- 
morphism of Lie-algebra sheaves, 
(Der&(M))s 3 X H J? E DerCM(M) 
where ff = xf, for all f E AM(M). 
We shall make use of these facts to understand the structure of the integral 
graded submanifolds in Theorem 6, and Proposition 7 below, together with the 
following less trivial result: 
Proposition 2. Let i : (N,dN) --f (M, AM) be an injective immersion qfgraded 
manifolds. Then,Ji(,) H (i^‘);c,,(f;c,,) = (i*f )x, is an epimorphism for each x, and 
it yields the exact sequence, 
O-~,---,d,~~,~ -&,x-+0 
with the property that the kernelZ, is$nitely generated over d, +, Moreover, if’; 
is a closed mapping, and the graded manifolds are smooth, then for every open 
subset U c M, we obtain an exact sequence, 
0 ----$ Z(U) + AM(U) ---f i;(da,)(U) ------f 0: 
where T is the kernel of the sheaf homomorphism i” : AM + z’*(dN) 
Proof. The first assertion is just a restatement of Proposition 4.2: By hypo- 
thesis i” : N -+ M is injective, and for each x E N we may find local coordinates 
{zj; I,} defined around an open subset V of i(x), and may find an open neigh- 
borhood U of x, such that the subset {(i*zj) 1~; (i’c,) 1 u} contains a set { yk; Q,,} 
of local coordinates on U. Since the germs at x (respectively, at F(x)) of { yk; 0,} 
(respectively, {z,; 5,)) g enerate the algebra dN.x (respectively, A,,;(,,), it fol- 
lows that the map on stalks &., cf (i’)~~X~(~~X~) = (i”*f )x, is an epimorphism. 
Since there are only finitely many germs of coordinates, the kernel is finitely 
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generated. Finally, when fis a closed mapping, we may use a partition of unity 
argument (see [6], and [20]) to go from germs to local representatives (in the 
equivalence classes of these germs), and from representatives to global sections. 
Therefore, the last statement follows. 0 
Definition 3. A germ Xicx, E Der d,,rcx, is specializable to N (or tangent) to N 
at x if, X;(,,(Z,) C 2,. 
When Xiix, E Der+M,;(x) is specializable to N then, it naturally defines a 
Xx E Der AN, ,,, by letting, _%?xg, = [(Xf);(,,] mod Z,, with 
Definition 4. Let 2) be a direct subsheaf of DerdM of rank (Y, s). Let i : 
(N, A) + (M, &) b e an injective immersion of graded manifolds. We shall 
say that i is an integral graded submanifold of 2) if, 
(1) Each germ X+., E 2+X) is tangent to N, and, 
(2) The homomorphism dN,x @A,,~,) Z&, -+ Der dN,x defined by X+, ++ 
2x, is an isomorphism of AN,.-modules. 
Remark. There is a natural projection, P : D;cx, --f dN,x @d,,;(,) 27;,,,. Since 
ZI$, has the structure of a free d,,;cx)-module, given germs _ricx, and g+., in 
d,,;(x), and germs X+), and Y;(X) in Z&,, we have, P(J;i,IXir(xJ + g+) Y;cxJ) = 
(i*f),Xq,, + (i*g),Y+). The homomorphism in (2) refers to, 
P(Ji(,)X;(*) + G(x) yi(x,) H (i*f),& + (i*g),%. 
Lemma 5. Let i : (N, AN) + (M, AM) be an injective immersion of graded man- 
ifolds. Suppose X+, E Derd, ;cx, is specializable to N at x E N. Then, there 
exists an open neighborhood V ‘c N of x, such that XrCx,) is specializable to Nat 
x’, for al/x’ E V. 
Proof. According to Proposition 2 above, 1, is finitely generated. Suppose 
If,‘, . . . , f,“‘“} are generators with Ifi1 = 0, for 1 5 i < p, and If,‘1 = 1, for 
p + 1 5 j 5 q. The condition X;ixIZ, c Z,, means that there are germs gl at x, 
such that, Xiix, (f,‘) = Ck g!fx”. The statement follows after taking represent- 
atives on the equivalence classes of germs on both sides. q 
Theorem 6. Let D c Der AM be an involutive direct subsheaf of rank (r, s), on the 
(m, n)-dimensionalgraded manifold (M, AM). 
(1) There is a sheaf of &-graded algebras t3 whose sections over an open subset 
U c M are given by, 
Z?(U) = {f E d&U) 1 Xf = 0, v/x E D(U)}. 
(2) There is a rank-r, involutive, direct subsheaf @e,en c Der CM, intrinsically 
attached to V, such that, for each open subset U c M, 
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(3) The leaves of the foliation Fconsisting of maximal connected integral sub- 
manifolds of 3,,,, support the integral graded submamfolds of V. 
(4) There is an (m - r, n - s)-dimensional graded manifold structure on the set of 
integral graded submanifolds of D if and only tfthe foliation F is regular. in which 
case, the submersion q : M + M/F supports a graded submersion (M, A,w) I 
(Ml% qe.13). 
Proof. To prove (1) consider, over any open subset U c M, the sections of 
Aa,( U) which are jirst integrals for V. That is, 
(a) a(U) = {f E AM(U) ) Xf = 0, V’x E D(U)} 
Clearly, f?(U) is a graded subalgebra of AM(U). Moreover, the inclusion 
morphisms f?(U) it AM(U) commute with restrictions, and using the sheaf 
axiom for AM, and V c Der AM it is easy to conclude the sheaf axiom for 8 
(i.e., the existence of a unique global section in f3 coinciding with given local 
data there). In particular we have a monomorphism of sheaves of graded alge- 
bras, I3 of AM. 
We now use the subsheaf I3 to prove (2). Set, 
fieV,,(U) = {Y E DerCM(U) 1 Yf = 0, Vf E B(U)}. 
But in fact, B ,,,,( U) = {_? E DerCM( U) / X E D(U),}. The direction > is im- 
mediate. To prove c consider X E Der AM( U), such that 2 = Y (Remark 1 at 
the beginning of this section). We claim that X E a(U),. Indeed: Suppose not. 
We may consider a smaller U’ c U so as to have 
(bj 
a_nd then conclude that there is some f E B( U’) such that Yf 1~’ = 
Xj” 1~’ # 0, contradicting the fact that Y E fie,,,( U). Therefore, tiiV,,( U) = 
(2 E DerCM( U) I X E D(U),}. Note that tie,,, is involutive because it is de- 
fined as a set of derivations that annihilate the sections of a subring of func- 
tions. Also note that (b) proves that its rank is exactly r. 
Now, the rank-r involutive distribution 8e.en on M gives rise to a foliation .? 
whose leaves are its maximal connected integral submanifolds. Thus, to prove 
(3) it is enough to prove the following local statement: Each integral graded 
submanifold of V I U on (U, AiCI ( u) is supported over a unique integral submani- 
foldof %.,,,(U). 
Thus, we may assume that AM splits over U - with splitting morphism x - 
and that we are given nonsingular generators Y of 27s( U), and Z, of Vt (U) 
which commute with each other. Classical Frobenius theorem then produces a 
foliation of U, and a coordinate system {xi} on (a possibly smaller open subset) 
CJ’ c U may be found, such that the integral submanifolds are described as 
slices in c!’ for these coordinates. Now use the splitting x to lift this coordinate 
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system up, and obtain even coordinates for (U’, dM I ul). The fibered version of 
Frobenius theorem now guarantees the existence of n-adapted coordinates 
{7r*xi; <,} on (U’, A.+,, ul) with the property that D( U’) = (a/a(~*x~); a/a<,) 
with 1 < j 5 Y, and 1 5 Y < s. In particular, note that Di I ut actually defines a 
rank-(0, s) involutive subsheaf of Derd lu,. Since the germs of 8/8x, 
(1 5 j 5 r) are tangent at their corresponding points to the integral submani- 
folds (i.e., the slices) of &,,, the construction implies that the lifted germs 
a/a(r*xj) are specializable at the corresponding points of the same underlying 
slices. 
Finally, to prove (4) let U c A4 be any open subset, and let 17(U) as in (1). 
Any (continuous, in the C”-topology, cf. [6] 9 2.9) R-algebra homomorphism 
B(U) + R annihilates the nilpotent ideal generated by the odd elements, and 
therefore factors through the canonical projection : : d,+(U) + CM(U). 
Therefore, there is a one-to-one correspondence, between the set of R-algebra 
homomorphisms B(U) + R, y and the set of R-algebra homomorphisms 
LJ( U) + R. Note, however, that 
BP) = {j: E CM(U) 1 Yj: = 0, VY E B,,,,(U)} 
which, by (3), is just the subring of sections (first integrals) over U of the in- 
volutive distribution fiije,,, 
morphisms L@) 
of rank r. But now, the set of R-algebra homo- 
+ R yields a (nongraded) manifold structure on the space 
M/p of the involutive distribution fieV,, of rank Y, if and only if the foliation P 
is regular. That is, if and only if M/F is a smooth manifold for which the ca- 
nonical projection q : A4 -+ M/F is a submersion. Note that if this is the case, 
the direct image sheaf q,l? gives to the m - r-dimensional smooth manifold 
M/F, the structure of an (m - r, n - s)-dimensional graded manifold, and 
there is a natural epimorphism of graded manifolds 
Q : CM, 44 - WI-C q*@ 
induced by the inclusion D c--) dM. Indeed, for any open subset 0 c 
M/F, q-’ ( 0) c A4 is open, since M/F has the quotient topology for q. There- 
fore, the sheaf map over M/F associated to the graded manifold morphism 
above is given on sections by, q,B( 0’) -+ q,dM( i?) as the underlying continuous 
map of Q is q. But the latter is nothing but, f3(q-‘( 0)) - dM(q-‘( 0)). q 
We are indebted to the referee for pointing out to us the importance of 
statement (4) in this theorem which, we had missed in our original approach. 
The result is of a global character and it states that the obstruction for the 
existence of a graded manifold structure on ‘the space of integral graded sub- 
manifolds’ is the same as that for the existence of a manifold structure on the 
space of integral submanifolds Ml_?. Also note that (3) gives the global struc- 
ture of the integral graded submanifolds of 2). Now, to understand them locally 
it is enough to consider the case when (M, AM) is split, and when i : N -+ A4 is 
some embedding to which a rank-(0, s) involutive subsheaf must be restricted. 
This is described in the following: 
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Proposition 7. Let (M, A,+) be a split (m, n)-dimensional graded manifold, and 
let & be the sheaf of sections of its Batchelor bundle E + M. Let i : N + M be 
an injective immersion in the smooth (respectively, holomorphic, etc.) category. 
Suppose D c Derd M is a direct subsheaf of rank (0,s). Then, there exist a 
rank-s quotient E/E” = E’ --f M, and a morphism of graded mantfolds 
j : (N, A(i*&‘)) ---f (M, AM). Zffurthermore, 2) c DerdM is an involutive direct 
subsheaf of rank (0, s), this construction yields, for each point x E M. an integral 
gradedsubmanifold, j, : ({*}, r\(i*&‘)) -+ (M,dM), of 2) through.j,(*) = x. 
Proof. We use the fact that the structure of the sheaf Der AE is determined by 
the exact sequence (cf. [12], [14], and [17]), 
O-A&I~&*~D~~A&~AE@D~~C~+O 
where E’ is the sheaf of sections of the vector bundle dual to E --f M. If the 
graded manifold splits Der AM 21 Der A&, and (with the use of a connection V 
on AE) this sequence splits, so that Der AE N (A&) c% (Der CM @ E*). In partic- 
ular, V is identified with a direct subsheaf of (AE) @ E’, since its rank is purely 
odd. Therefore V e (AE) @ (E’)* for some rank-s vector bundle E’. Pull this 
bundle back to N along i : N + M and construct the graded manifold 
(N? A(i*l’)). N ow define the morphism j through the sheaf morphism j* : 
Af -ye A (i*E’). Since the underlying map is to be i, we must set i =i But 
then, we obtain a natural sheaf morphism Af’ + i,i* A (f’), and j* is defined 
as the composition of the epimorphism A& ---) NT obtained from some epi- 
morphism E ---) E’, with this natural morphism. 
We now verify that, when V is involutive, N = {*}, and j(*) = x E M, fit into 
this construction with the property that j : (N, A(i*&‘)) ---f (M, dbf) is an in- 
tegral submanifold of V through x. In fact, given such an x = j(*), there exists 
a coordinate neighborhood U c M of x over which V(U) is generated by 
{a/X,,> (1 L I* 5 s). Set, 
(*) dN_” = &/((L),, ..(L),); i(y) = xl Y = * E N 
where ((Cs+t)x,. . , (&),) is the ideal in AMA generated by the germs ((‘p)X, 
with r + 1 5 p 5 n. Note that each X,(,1 E VX maps this ideal into itself, since 
Therefore, all the generators from VX are tangent to N when the stalk dNY of 
the structure sheaf on N is defined as in (*). So we only have to show that: 
(1) There exists an identification A(i*E’), E ANY. 
(2) There are identifications Der A (i*E’), Y DerdN, N dNY @dMMIoI) Vi(,). 
(3) j : (N, A(i*&‘)) + (M, A M ) is an integral submanifold of V through x = 
i(y) for each y in some neighborhood W. 
In general, (2) will follow from (1) and the definition (*). When V is in- 
volutive of purely odd rank, the underlying connected integral submanifold is 
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just a single point: y = *, and (2) is trivially satisfied. Now, the quotient pro- 
jection q : &, -+ &: induces an epimorphism of algebras A&, --+ A&$ and hence 
an isomorphism (AE,)/(Ker(q)J -+ A&: where (Ker(q),) is the ideal in A&, 
generated by Ker(q), L-$ &, of A&. Clearly, the sheaf of sections Ker(q) of the 
subbundle by which the quotient E’ is defined, is locally generated by the in- 
verse image under the splitting of the odd coordinates cP (s + 1 < p 5 n). Fi- 
nally, (3) follows because a sequence of locally free sheaves of C-modules is 
exact if it is stalkwise exact, and equality between germs at a given point, means 
equality of sections throughout some neighborhood of that point. 0 
Theorem 8. Let 2) c Der AM be a direct subsheaf of rank (Y, s) on a graded 
manifold (M, AM). Then, D is involutive zfandonly zffor eachpoint y E M there is 
an integral submanzfold i : (N, AN) --) (M, AM) through it. 
Proof. Suppose D is involutive. There is a coordinate neighborhood (say, 
U c M) around each point y E M with local coordinates { yi; <,}, such that 2, 
is spanned by a,, (1 5 i 5 r), and dc,, (1 5 ,u < s). Locally, 2) projects onto a 
rank-r involutive distribution B on the base manifold M. Classical Frobenius 
theorem says that through each point y E M there is an integral submanifold 
i: N + U of dimension r. Now, Vz( U) spans a rank-(0,s) involutive distribu- 
tion on (U, AMi U), which is split. Therefore, there is an (r, s)-dimensional grad- 
ed manifold structure AN defined over N, such that i : (N, dN) + ( U, dM 1 u) is 
tangent to Z?(X) for all x throughout some neighborhood. 
Conversely, suppose that through each point y E M there is an integral sub- 
manifold of D. Then, ;I)i(x) is generated by the isomorphic image of the gen- 
erators from Der dvX, but the latter can always be chosen to be commutative, 
and hence l7 is involutive. q 
We may now close this section with two simple consequences from 
Theorems 6, and 8 above whose highlighting we owe to the referee. 
Corollary 9 (Kostant: [6], Theorem 3.9). Let (G, AG) be an (m, n)-dimensional 
Lie group, and let 9 = 90 @ g1 be its graded Lie algebra of left invariant (graded) 
derivations. Let (H, AH) be an (r, s)-dimensionalgraded Lie subgroup of (G, do), 
whose graded Lie algebra is Ij = Ijo @ ijl. Then 6 defines an involutive direct sub- 
sheaf of Der Ao of rank (r , s) , and the coset space G/H supports a graded manzfofd 
structure of dimension (m - r, n - s), if and only zfH is a closed subgroup. 
Proof. Any graded Lie subalgebra of g defines an involutive direct subsheaf of 
Der dc, as it consists of left-invariant graded derivations (cf. [l], [6], and [13]). 
It is therefore completely integrable, and in the nongraded category, the space 
of integral submanifolds of ho c DerCo is identified with the coset space G/H 
(cf. [21]). The latter has a smooth (m - r)-dimensional manifold structure if and 
only if H is closed in G. The assertion in the statement hen follows from 
Theorem 6 above. 0 
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Corollary 10. Any integral submanifold i : (N, do) -+ (M, AM) of V has the fol- 
lowingproperty: Let cp : (P, dp) -+ (M, d& b e a morphism of graded manifolds. 
and let i : (N,~J,I) --t (M, AM) be an integral graded submanifold of some in- 
volutive distribution V c DerdM. Suppose $5(P) c T(N), and let $ : P ---f N be 
the unique mapping such that io 4 = (p. Then 4 is continuous, and there is a 
unique morphism $ : (P, dp) + (N, AN), such that i o $ = p. 
Proof. The assertion follows from Theorems 6, and 8, as the corresponding 
property for nongraded integral submanifolds of involutive distributions is 
only based on the existence of a smooth manifold structure for the quotient 
M/P (see [21]). q 
6. APPLICATIONS OF VERTICAL INVOLUTIVE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Let (M, AM) be an (m,n)-dimensional split graded manifold, and let 7r : 
(M,dM) + (M,Cg) b e i s t corresponding projection. We shall now use 7r to 
pull back differential forms on the manifold A4 to graded differential forms on 
(M, AM). 
Suppose that M is orientable, so that there is a nonvanishing section WM E 
n”(M). Let, w = X*WM E P(M, AMI) and consider the distribution 
23, = {X E DerdM ( ixw = 0, and ix dw = O}. 
The following can be immediately verified: 
Proposition 1. 2) is an involutive direct subsheaf of Der dM of rank (0. n), which is 
r-vertical. 
We further investigate the role of rr in the following: 
Proposition 2. Let (M, A,+) be an (m, n)-d‘ tmensional graded mantfold. Suppose 
V is an involutive direct subsheaf of Der dM of rank (0, n). Then, there exists a 
splitting 
7r : (M,dM) --) (M, C;). 
Conversely, tfsuch a splitting exists. and M is orientable, there exists an involutive 
distribution V of rank (0, n). 
Proof. (===F) Since 2) is involutive, we may find, for each y E M, an open 
coordinate neighborhood U 3 y with local coordinates {xi; [,l}. such that 
V(U)= &...& ( n > 
Let, f?(U) = _( f E dM( U) 1 Xf = 0, f or all X E V(U)}. The map d,+(U) + 
C,“(U) f H f restricts to an isomorphism on B(U). Let 7r(; be the inverse of 
-I a(u) : B(U) + C”(U). In particular, Xi = ?r;Xi, for i = 1,. . ,m. 
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Now let y’ be some other point. By hypothesis, there is an open coordinate 
neighborhood V 3 y’ with local coordinates { yi; e,}, such that, 
( d d a= ST...& 
Let, again I3( V) = {f E dM( V) 1 Xf = 0, for all X E D(V)}. Let 7r; be the in- 
verse of the map -IS(~) : B(V) -C”“(V), ~~that,yi=~;yifori=l,..., m. 
On U n V we have, $,, Icm(vnV~ = 7rr? (c-(unV~. Therefore, using the sheaf 
axioms of C$, we know that there exists a unique extension, 
rGuv : C;(Uu V) + dM(Uu V). 
We claim that the image of rrGu v lies in B( U U V). That is, that for any section 
X~D(UflV)wehave,Xo7r&,,= 0. For suppose this were not the case. Let 
Y~~(UnV)besuchthatforsomefunctiong~C~(UnV)Yo~~~~g#O. 
Let Yu E 27(U) and Y, E D(V) be the restrictions of Y to U and V, respec- 
tively. Since V is defined as a subsheaf of the derivation sheaf of dM, any sheaf 
morphism must commute with restrictions. But we knew that, 
0= Ya7rtgluEdM(U) and 0= Yvrr;gIvEd,&V). 
Since AM is a sheaf, there is a common extension of this to U n V, which 
therefore has to be the zero section, thus contradicting the assumption that 
Yor&Jvg # 0. 
(+=) Assume that a splitting has been given, and that a nonvanishing sec- 
tion wM E P(M) exists. Then define the distribution ;D, as before. The pre- 
vious proposition, together with Theorem 4.4 above, imply that Du is inte- 
grable of rank (0, n). q 
Remark. Splittings rr : (AI, AM) -+ (M, Cg) in the smooth category always 
exist. It is not so in the holomorphic case. The proof of the previous proposi- 
tion, however, works equally well in the holomorphic category, thus giving a 
characterization of Batchelor trivializations (as complex manifolds are always 
orientable): 
A holomorphic (m, n)-dimensional graded mantfold is splittable iffit admits a 
rank (0, n) involutive distribution. 
Theorem 3. Let (M, AM) be an (m, n)-dimensionalgraded manifold, and assume 
that M is orientable. Then, thefollowing assertions are equivalent: 
(1) There exists a graded m-form w E Q”‘(M,~M) such that for each p E M a 
coordinate neighborhood U 3 p exists with coordinates {xl, . . . , x,; 51, . . . , c,,}, 
for which, 
w = dxl . . dx,,,. 
(2) (M, AMi) admits an involutive distribution V of rank (0, n). 
(3) The (0, n) Grassmannian &I,,(Der AM) -+ (M, AM) has a global section. 
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Proof. (( 1) ==+ (2)). Let V be the distribution defined by, 
V,={X/ixw=Oandixdw=O}. 
This is involutive, and easily checked to be of rank (0, PZ) by the assumption that 
w can be locally expressed in the form w = dxi . . dx,. 
(( 2) ==+ (1)). Such a D is integrable. By the lemma above, there is a splitting 
r : W,AM) - (M, C;) 
Since A4 is orientable a nonvanishing section WM E finm(M) exists and the 
splitting then produces the graded m-form, 
whose characteristic distribution ‘0, is involutive. We claim, however, that 
V = V,. As a matter of fact, the proof of the lemma has shown that V c V,. 
The contention V 1 Vu is obvious. 
((2) ++ (3)). This follows from first principles (see [lo]): An involutive 
distribution V of rank (0,n) is a global section of the Grassmannian. Con- 
versely, if &ln(Der dM) has a section 27, there is, through each point of y, a 
(0, n)-dimensional submanifold which is an integral submanifold of 27; hence V 
is involutive by Theorem 5.8 above. q 
Proposition 4. Let (M, AMu) be an (m, n)-dimensionalmanifold, and let t?~ be the 
constant sheaf of graded algebras over M modelled on AR”. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(1) There is a graded n-form w, E 6?‘(M, AM), such that, for each point y E M, 
there is a coordinate neighborhood U = (U, A MI ,-,) around y with local coordi- 
nates { yi, cII}, such that, 
w, = d<i dc2 . ‘. d<,. 
(2) (M, A,+) admits an involutive direct subsheaf V c Der dM of rank (m, 0). 
(3) There is a splitting pL* : CM -+ dM under which CM 8 t3M P AM. In par- 
ticular, the Batchelor bundle is the trivial bundle of rank n over M. 
Proof. The proof runs along very similar lines as the one above. So we shall 
only prove what is different here; namely, (2) ==+ (3). We consider the presheaf 
U H I3( U) defined by the first integrals of 2); i.e., 
a(U) = {f E dM( U) 1 Yf = 0, for all X E V(U)} 
Now, each point y E M has a coordinate neighborhood U with local coordi- 
nates { yi; <,}, such that, 
(*) V(U)= &:...,$ . ( n > 
In particular, Yf = 0 for all X E V(U) means that f cannot depend on the even 
coordinates. Thus, f E I3( U) if and only if f E A[<, , . , Cn]; that is, the exterior 
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algebra generated over Iw by the odd coordinates. Therefore, we may identify 
B(U) with AR” = ~[ei, . . . , e,] for some fixed basis {ei} of IF!” - at least over 
each coordinate neighborhood over which 2, admits coordinates satisfying (*). 
By considering sectionsfEL3(U), andgEB(V) withfIUnV=g(UnV it is 
easy to see that the sheafification of the presheaf U H f?(U) must be the con- 
stant sheaf over A4 modelled on AR” (cf. [20]). 
Let us now prove that there is in fact a sheaf monomorphism B -+ AM. Note 
however that in proving so, the image of the generators ei, . . . , e, define global 
odd (nonvanishing) sections <I, . . . , <,,, satisfying (1 <,, # 0. By considering 
their equivalence class mod Z& we get a global frame for the Batchelor bundle 
E = N/N2. In particular that bundle must be trivial and therefore a splitting 
CL* :cici + AM can always be found - as the obstructions for doing so lie in 
H’ (TM @ A2E), which is zero when E --f M is trivial (see [4]). 
We have to prove that there is a sheaf morphism cx : B --t AM, such that for 
any sheaf of graded algebras 3~ over M, and for any pair of sheaf morphisms 
CX,p:_TM+t3, 
aop=aoy * P=,-y 
Now, over a coordinate neighborhood 17, the sheaf morphism cr must be given 
by e, H cP On the other hand, sheaf morphisms onto a constant sheaf, define 
the assignment 
U H Hom(3M, B)( U) Y AR” 
as the restriction morphisms are the identity map. But then, if Q o p = Q o y, for 
p, y E Hom(3M, a)(U), clearly implies that /3 = y. 0 
Note that essentially the same proof yields the following: 
Theorem 5. Let (M, AM) be an (m, n)-dimensional manifold. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(1) There isagradedn - k-form W,_k E QnPk (M, AM), such that, for eachpoint 
y E M, there is a coordinate neighborhood U = (U, dMi U) around y with local 
coordinates { yi, cP}, such that, 
wn = (d<i) r’ (dc2) Q . . ’ (d(n)rn C ri = n - k, 1 2 ri 2 0. 
(2) (M,d ) d ‘t M a mc s an involutive direct subsheaf V c Der AM of rank (m, k). 
(3) The Batchelor bundle E corresponding to the sheaf N/N2 has a rank-(n - k) 
subbundle EN -+ E which is trivial over M. 
Remark. Let w = d<i be defined on U. The distribution Dw( U) is the same as 
that defined by w k = (d<r )k, f or any k E N. This observation implies that a 
graded manifold admits a graded differential form of the type stated in the 
theorem above if and only if admits a form that can be written around each 
point as, 
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Wik) = (dC1) klri (dC2) k2r2 . ’ . (d(n) knrn C ri = n - k, 1 > ri 2 0, ki E N, 
The following is an immediate corollary of this theorem: 
Corollary 6. Let (G, AG) b e a connectedgraded Liegroup, and let 8 = 80 @I 81 be 
its graded Lie algebra of left invariant graded vector fields. Then do splits and 
its Batchelor bundle is the trivial bundle G x g1 + G. Furthermore, the graded 
Lie group structure on (G, dc) is completely determined by the representation 
90 + Aut g1 defined through x H [x, .] lg, and the equivariant bilinear symmetric 
map 8, x 8, -+ go, given by the restriction of [ . , 1. In particular, G x gl -+ G is 
G-homogeneous. 
Proof. The even subalgebra defines an involutive distribution of rank (m, 0). 
Therefore the graded manifold splits and the Batchelor bundle is trivial. The 
graded Lie group structure must produce in its graded Lie algebra of left in- 
variant vector fields, a go-module structure on g1 under graded commutators 
of vector fields. Since g1 is a finite dimensional vector space, this structure ex- 
ponentiates to produce a representation of the connected component contain- 
ing the identity element G,. The additional structure can only be given by the 
restriction of [ , ] to g1 x gl. 0 
Example. This result implies that there are only three possible (1, l)-dimen- 
sional graded Lie groups based on Iw. There are only two l-dimensional G = 
[W-modules: The trivial module, and the module for which g1 3 T H e’7 E g,. 
For the nontrivial module there is only one possibility of giving an [w equi- 
variant mapping g1 x g1 + go. For the trivial module there are two possibil- 
ities: [TV r] = 1, or [r, 7-I = 0 (see also [2]). 
Corollary 7. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the graded Lie sub- 
algebras Ij = Ijo CD Ijl of the graded Lie algebra 80 CD g1 of a given graded Lie group 
of (G, AG), and connected graded Lie subgroups (H, AH) -+ (G, do). 
8. Parametrized correspondence. The fibered version of the graded Frobenius 
theorem allows us to also give a simple proof of a (graded) parametrized cor- 
respondence between graded Lie algebras and graded Lie groups: Roughly 
speaking, graded vector bundles of graded Lie algebras over a graded manifold 
correspond to graded fibered bundles of graded Lie groups. The only point to 
be careful about is what definition of the fibered bundles should be taken. We 
shall restrict ourselves to split graded manifolds expressed in the Batchelor 
form (M, r\E). 
A bundle of graded Lie groups over (M, AE) having typical fiber the graded 
Lie group (G, dc) is a graded manifold epimorphism 
P : (P, &) - CM, W 
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equipped with a vertical (G, dc)-action @ : (P, dp) x (G, dG) -+ (P, AP) for 
which the following local triviality condition is fulfilled: M can be covered by 
open subsets U and there exist graded diffeomorphisms 
lltu : W’(u),& IP-‘(~)) - (W&Id x (G,dG) 
satisfying p1 o $J,U =p, and under which the right action corresponds to right 
translations on (G, dG). Graded Lie algebras of right-invariant vector fields on 
this bundle give rise to vertical involutive distributions. 
Now let us recall from [14] and [18] some general facts about graded vector 
bundles. Let (M, AE) be a split graded manifold of dimension (m, n). Let F be a 
locally free sheaf of A&-modules of rank (p, q), and assume that is has the fol- 
lowing structure: 
where F, (respectively, &) is the sheaf of sections of some vector bundle 
Fl -+ A4 (respectively, F2 --+ M), of rank p (respectively, q). Then, there is an 
(m +p + q, n +p + q)-dimensional graded manifold structure dF defined over 
the smooth manifold FO $ Fl (Whitney sum), together with a graded manifold 
submersion 
7r :(Fo@ Fl,dF)-(M,AI) 
uniquely defined by the following conditions: 
(1) A4 can be covered by open subsets U such that there is an isomorphism 
satisfying p2 o VU = 7r, where p2 is the projection of the product onto the fixed 
graded manifold ( VO CB VI, A voB v,) whose underlying manifold is a vector 
space. 
(2) The abstract sections from 3(U) correspond in a one-to-one fashion with 
graded manifold morphisms 
Actually, dF is defined as the sheaf of sections of the bundle ii* A 
(E 6~ F< CB F,*) + FO @ F, which results by pulling the bundle E @ F,* @ F,* --+ 
A4 back to the smooth manifold FO $ FI along the bundle projection ii : 
Fo $ Fl -+ M. It turns out that the fixed graded manifold (I/O @ VI, dv, e v,) 
must be the (p + q)-fold product of R’ 1’ with itself (cf. Proposition 2.2). The 
graded manifold morphism 7r is given by the composition 
A&- ;;,;;‘ AE-+7i,ji*A(&@F;@F’;). 
Thus, for example. the structure of the graded tangent manifold associated to 
the locally free sheaf Derr\E, is completely determined by the fact that 
.7=0 Y X.1, and FFi - E . so that, 
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A graded bundle of graded Lie algebras should be defined similarly over split 
graded manifolds. The typical fiber should be (go $ gl, A(&& @ Gj)), where 
$70 @ Gt stands for the sheaf of sections of the trivial bundle (go $ g,) x 
(go @ 91) + (go @ 91) resulting from the projection onto the first factor. This 
means that the locally free sheaf corresponding to the graded bundle has the 
structure (A&) @ (Fa @ .Tt), where FO is the sheaf of sections of a bundle of Lie 
algebras over M with typical fiber go, and -;Ft is the sheaf of sections of a bundle 
of go-modules over M with typical fiber gt . 
Now the relative version of the graded Frobenius theorem gives the desired 
correspondence. Each subbundle arising from a subalgebra fjo CB Ij, of go CI? gI , 
correspondsprecisely to a uniquegraded bundle of Lie groups over (M, AE) whose 
jiber is the connected graded Lie subgroup (H, AH) corresponding to Ijo $ Ij, 
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